PROJECT FACTS:

Architect: Looney Ricks Kiss
Builder: Jordan Foster Construction
Interior Design: RD Jones & Associates
Property: Celeste at La Cantera

IN THE FOOTHILLS OF THE TEXAS HILL COUNTRY, LAND ONCE QUARRIED FOR LIMESTONE IS AGAIN GIVING RISE TO BUILDINGS.

Celeste at La Cantera is steps away from restaurants, shops and recreation. For tenants, that makes it close to perfect.

A flood of new arrivals is making San Antonio the nation’s fastest-growing city. On the metropolis’ northwest side, Town Center at La Cantera is making those recent residents feel welcome. Located on the site of a former limestone quarry, the 170-acre community will soon include office space, retail shops, a boutique hotel, and more than 500 residences arranged around a central park.

Following completion of the project’s initial phase (The Residences at La Cantera), work began on Celeste at La Cantera. Completed in 2019, this 320-unit multi-family development now offers walkable, bikeable access to localized shopping, dining and other conveniences—as well as a variety of floor plans equipped with stylish design and top-tier appliances.

Amenities that range from fitness to faucets.

Celeste at La Cantera courts tenants in multiple ways—with a heated rooftop infinity pool, a fitness club, handy bicycle storage, an on-site pet washing facility, and deft décor touches.

The RD Jones & Associates design firm has equipped each individual living space with such stylish details as designer porcelain tile floors, elegant quartz countertops with mosaic backsplashes—and faucets and accessories from the Delta® Trinsic® Kitchen and Ara® Bath Collections.

In kitchens, the Delta Trinsic Single Handle Pull-Down Kitchen Faucet pairs a sleek, elegant and modern appearance with practical technologies—MagnaTite® Docking, which keeps the faucet’s pull-down spray wand tucked securely in place, and DIAMOND™ Seal Technology, which promotes longer product life and leak-free operation.

In bathrooms, the geometric angles of the Delta Ara Bath Collection offer a streamlined, contemporary look. The Ara Single Handle Bathroom Faucet creates a stylish statement piece, while the matching Monitor® 14 Series H2Okinetic® Tub & Shower uses H2Okinetic Technology to sculpt water into a unique wave pattern that gives users the feeling of more water—without using more water.

Complementing the clean apartment designs around them, these Delta products are enhancing the daily lives of tenants at Celeste at La Cantera—as it, in turn, helps to power San Antonio’s continued civic expansion.